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BEAUTY AND THE BEAST

I'Though Lovers Be Lost. . . "
CHARACTERS

CATHERINE
VINCENT
FATHER
JOE

MOUSE
PASCAL
SAMANTHA
PATRICK HANLON
JOHN MORENO
GABRIEL
ELLIOT BURCH
CLEON MANNING
DR. ANCHETA
THE DOCTOR
NURSE
TENKO
LESLIE COLE
ELLIOT'S ASSISTANT
PAUL MALLOY
HARPER
ZACH
BROWN
BI SHOP
AUCTIONEER
GUARD #3 - GUARD *11

EXTRAS
INFANT
BOBBY
GUY
GUARD #]. & GUARD *2
FIREFIGHTERS
WPPX TV NEWS CREW
ELLIOT'S ADVISORS
TWO ATTENDANTS
AIDE DE CAIiIPES
TUNNEL EXTRAS
DRIVER OF PICK UP
HANLON'S SON
TALL MALE NURSE
UoRENO'S THUGS (2)
ELDERLY MAN

NOTE: * ELDERLY IIAN has been added
't TWO ARMED GUARDS have been omitted* CHINESE GIRL has been omitted
* WOMAN has been omitted
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BEAUTY AND THE BEAST

. 
nThough Lovers Be tost .'

SETS

INTERIOR EXTERIOR

TUNNELS - BLACK HOLE MOUTH OF BLACK HOLE
PIPE JUNCTION TUNNEL ENTRANCE (N) :

VINCENT'S CHAMBER (N,D) BURCH'S PLAZA (D)
FATHER'S CHAMBER (N,D)
CHAMBER OF THE FALLS (MATTE)
CENTRAL PARK DRAINAGE CULVERT (N) ITALIAN RESTAURANT
ROCK TUNNELS (N) AT BROOKLYN WHARF (N)

HOSPITAL CITY STREET (N)-Nurses's station (N)-rcu (N)
-Recovery Room (N) OLD AMERICAN CEMETERY (D)-Corridor (D)
-Nursery (D) CATHY'S TERRACE (DUSK)

D.A. 'S OFFTCE ( D ).Joe'S of f ice N.Y. BUILDING (N)-Cathy's desk
.Moreno,s office BURcH,s GRAND HoTEL/cAsINo (N)

cATHy'S BLDG.(N) , N.y. crry srREETs (N)
- Elevato r
-Apartment PHONE BOOTH (N)

PARKING STRUCTURE (D)
.CaT PLAZA oUTSIDE GABRIEL'S-Roof TOqER (N)
- Elevator

ROOFTOP/GABRTEL'S TOWER (N)
SUB. BASEMENT
PASCAL'S pIpE CHAMBER (N) rN?ERTOR (CONT'D)* OUTPOST LISTENING CHAMBER

GABRTEL'S TOWER (D,N)
ELLIOT BURCH,S OFFICE (DUSK) -Gabriel,s penthouse
-corridor -Cathy, s room

-Security Comrnand Center
SEDAN (N) -Hallways

AUcrroN HousE (D) ::3ilt.:l?lu3?"'

:il:.,"i::: :::" N ::1il*;i,:ipt*:;:" 
r"m

: :i:;:HI :;";;"fi31.",
NOTE: INT. OUTPOST LISTENING CHAMBER has been added



F'ADE IN:

A 60 SECOND RECAPffi
his bestial side.

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST

rrThough Lovers Be Lost.

ACT ONE

of the circumstances which 1ed

l"r 
life in order to save Vincent from

INT. TUNNEL OF THE BLACK HOLE

CLOSE ON . CATHERINE

Pick up ifter she has delivered her parting words toFather... I,IOVE WITH HER as she makes her way down thetunnel to face her worst fear. vincent'i cRrns echo inher ears... as she nears, they become LOUDER, MORE
URGENT... She now disappears into the darkness of the
hoIe. .

INT. BLACK HOLE

DARKNESS. . . Catherine's
Vincent's CRIES are now

VINCENT

face emerges from the shadows.
deafening. And then, she SEES...

He appears out of the darkness. What clothing remains on
him hangs in filthy shreds. He is not the Vincent she
knows or could ever imagine. He is the I'DARK VINCENT" at
the height of his fury...
He comes at her, teeth bared, snarling in a blood frenzy.
She stands, rooted. He rises up, claws poised to strike
her down...

CATHY
( sc reams )

Vincent. . . I

HIS EYES

a glimmer of recognition and then they glaze...



a

6 THE TWO OF THEII

as vincent comes down on her, his body stiffens. They falIto the ground...

After a moment, she rises up, shaken to the core. Shelooks down at Vincent. He doesn't move he doesn't
breathe. He appears to be dead. she touches his face

the realization growing...

CATHY
No... No...

She puts an ear to his chest, then gently shakes him...
CATHY

(now frightened)
Vincent. . .

She kneels over him, momentarily frozen. He can't be
dead. . .

CATHY
You can't...

She throws her arms around him, holding him tightly...
CATHY

(whispering urgently)
You can't... not without me...
I will not let,you. . .

she lies beside him hording hin with arl her mightr pouring
her life and her strength into him desperately
attempting to will hin back to life...

CATHY
( from the depth of her
soul )

I will not I will not let
vou die.

She holds hin close... and then, gently kisses him, as we:

DISSOLVE TO:

7 MICRO . CLOSE UP A RED ROSE

In TII'IE LAPSE it slowly opens a drop of dew slides down
one of it's petals... Lush, delicate... Suddenly it bursts
inLo a BALL OF TLAMES...

MATCH DISSOLVE TO:



3.

I OUT OF THE TLAMES emerges VTNCENT'S rACE.

As we l,lOVE IN TIGHT on his eyes...

I'TATCH DISSOLVE TO:

9 EXTREME cLoSE UP CATHERINE'S EYES g

PULL slowly BACK to reveal her face...

SLOW MATCH DISSOLVE TO:

(as Catherine's face becomes... )

10 THE ROSE

stilI in,TIME LAPSE, slowly undulating...

SHOCK CUT TO:

11 EXTREME CLOSE.UP .. VINCEN?'S HAND

As it clutches hers...

CUT TO:

L2 EXT. TUNNEL OF THE BLACK.HOLE

Father, Pascal, Mouse, and two other TUNNEL DENTZENS wait
at the nouth of the tunnel.

TII'TE DISSOLVE TO:

].3 SAME SCENE . NIGHT

Father, Pascal, and ttouse have been joined by several
others. A fire is now burning. A feeling of encampment.

TII'TE DTSSOLVE TO:

t4 SAI'18 SCENE . DAY

The group has changed, ds if in shifts, with several
DIFFERENT FACES now present. The vigil rnaintained.
Silence... After a long uneasy beat...

MOUSE
So quiet...

( CONTINUED )

10

11

L2

13

t4
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14 CONTINUED:

PASCAL
( to Father)

How much longer?

FATHER
I'm going in. . .

The group looks at him warily. Father starts to move
off. . .

PASCAL
( ne rvous )

I'11 go with you.

FATHER
, Pascal Wait here. . .

PASCAL
You shouldn't go alone. . .

FATHER
Yes... I should. please...

He moves off now toward the brack hore... FoLLow as Father
bravely makes his way down the tunnel, fearing what he'1I
find... He then disappears into the darkness...

].5 INT. BLACK HOLE

Father emerges from the shadows. He stops peers
tentatively into the darkness and then SEES...

15 VINCENT AND CATHERINE

Catherine sits cradling Vincent, pieta-Iike, in her arms.
ttis eyes are closed. There is an air of peace about both
of then.. .

Father stands over them, not sure if Vincent is alive or
dead... And then, Vincent's eyes slowly open. They seem
clear but uncertain like a newborn's...

FATHER
(beside himself)

Catherine... How..??

CATHY
( gratefully )

I don't know.
( beat )

But he's alive. . .

L4

l_5

L6

( coNrrNUED )
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16 CONTINUED:

IIOVE IN CLOSE ON VINCENT'S EYES as he looks up at
catherine, then at Father -- and then back at calherine...

DISSOLVE TO:

L7 INT. TUNNEL oF THE BLACK HoLE

vincentr v€ry weak and wrapped in his cape, is helped outof the hole with Father and Catherine on either side...
they make their vray past the tunnel denizens who now line
the tunnel, Iooking solemn and offering silent thanks...

DISSOLVE TO:

18 INT. vINcENT's CHAMBER . NIGHT

vincent settres into his bed in the darkened chamber.
Father and catherine are close by. catherine draws the
covers around hin. Vincent's eyes continue to reveal his
uncertainty. . .

FATHER
Sleep peacefully, Vincent.

VINCENT
( tentatively )

I don'l remember this place.

Father and Catherine exchange a worried g1ance...

FATHER
( gently)

You're home. This is your
chamber...

CATHY

;h; i#"';":::rounded 
bY PeoPle

(kissing his forehead)
Now, sIeep. . .

CAMERA MOVES IN ON VINCENT'S EYES which now reveal the
depth of his confusion...

TIME DISSOLVE TO:

76

L7

L8



19

6.

INT. VINCENT'S CHAI'IBER . DAY 19

vincent moves about the chamber examining various things asif_reacquainting himself. He looks quite spent from t,[eordeal. Now catherine enters, watches him lor a moment...
He finally sees her...

CATHY
How are you feeling?

VINCENT
(a long beat)

I tm not sure, I. . .
(shakes his head, unable
to continue )

CATHY
Try to tell me.

VINCENT
(worried)

Like a stranger.

CATHY
t seems unfamiliar?

VINCENT
l'lany things... many things I don't

can't remember...

CATHY
Do you feel like a stranger with
me?

Wha

VINCENT
No, not with you...

(looking at her)
You're the woman that I love.

She sniles - - embraces him.

CATHY
I'n glad.

VINCENT
( still worried)

But there are things things
in my nind I can't reach...
I reach, they're not there.

CATHY
Like what?

VINCENT
words for things.Words

( coNTTNUED )
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1.9 CONTINUED:

CATHY
The words will come...

VINCENT
Names...

CATHY
You shouldn't worry. . .

VINCENT
Your name.

This stops her. . .

CATHY
l4y name?

He nods.

CATHY
You can't..?

He shakes his head, embarrassed. It is a rnoment both
touching and a bit funny.

CATHY
( gently)

Catherine.

VINCbNT
( sadly, tenderly)

Yes.

CATHY
( reassuring)

Don't worry I won't ever
let you forget.

TII,IE DISSOLVE TO:

20 INT. FATHER'S CHA}TBER . DAY 20

Pascal, lilouse, Samantha, and several members of the
community are gathered in Fatherrs chamber. pascal holds a
piece of pipe and with his baton, beats a message on it...
Vincent Iistens.

VINCENT
89th and t'tadison. Helper

waiting...
( coNTTNUED )

l-9
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20 CONTINUED:

MOUSE
( to Vincent )

Remember Mouse?

VINCENT
How could I forget I'touse? Even
if I tried, I couldn't forget
Mouse. . .

Laughter. . .

MOUSE
( earnest )

You taught t'touie to speak. AIl
the words, all the words. Now
Mouse can teach Vincent...

VINCENT
Thank you...

SAMANTHA
(piping up)

And have Vincent end up talking
like t'Iouse? !

Laughter. . .

PASCAL
r can just hear itl

MOUSE
Mouse talks good.

VINCENT
( smi les )

Better than good. Thank you for
your kind offer, Mouse...

2L OMITTED

8.

20

PASCAL

. Good, good... What about this one?

Pascal taps out another message...

VINCENT
Incoming emergency message.

Keep all pipes c1ear.

PASCAL
Right.. Very good. . .

Now, Mouse comes shyly forward from the back of the
group. . .

2L*
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22 rNT. vrNcENT, S cHAl'tBER 22

vincent and catherine are at the tabre. He is unwrapping agift she has brought. It is a rich looking rnoroccan bound
j ournal .

CATHY
It's a new journal. . .

VINCENT
(gazing at it)

It's very beautiful. . .

CATHY
It seemed appropriate.

VINCENT
Yes. It is...

Now he opens it and finds the inscription:

23 INSERT . THE JoURNAL

The inscription reads: "Wit,h love, aII things are
possibIe. . . Forever, Catherine. "

24 BACK TO SCENE

vrNcENT
(to himself, moved)

Forever. . .

CATHY
(a beat, nods)

Yes. . . forever.

He looks at her... Suddenly, A RUSH OF IIIEI{ORIES VISUAL
FRAGMENTS, SENSORY IMAGES of CATHERINE, of their MOMENTS
together. . .

25 BACK TO SCENE

He holds her, overwhelmed by this flood of fee1ings...

DISSOLVE TO:

26 INT. VINCENT'S CHAMBER . NIGHT

By candlelight, he writes in his new journal.

( coNTINUED )

23

24

25

26
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26 CONTINUED:

vrNcENT (V.O )
The memory of what has happened
remains obscure to me. . . I know
that a great darkness engulfed
me... f know that by some miracle

by Catheriners love and courage
I was delivered from that

darkness. . .

27 rNT. CHAMBER OF THE FALLS (MATTE)

Vincent gazes out at the magnificent falls...
vrNcENT (V.O. )I do not know how, but I know

this: I am changed a veil has
Iifted. There is a stillness,
a peace within me f have never
known before. . .

28 INT. DRAINAGE CULVERT . CENTRAL PARK . NIGHT

vincent and catherine, in each otherrs arms, listening toMozart's Clarinet Concerto...

vrNcENT (V.O. )

: :',ol* :lii"f;i.in3'n?:I:iilg
for my life for all that I
have. . .

As CAMERA MovES rN on Vincentr w€ see a contentment in hiseyes. The music washes over him, catherine is in his arms
He is happy... Catherine sees this...

CATHY
( looking up at him)

How do you feel?

VINCENT
( searching )

There are no words.

CATHY
( smiles )

Try one.

He looks at her, drinking it all in.
VINCENT

Blessed.

26

27

28

( coNTrNuED )
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28 CONTINUED:

a pristine moment. All is right...

TIME DISSOLVE TO:

29 INT. RocK TUNNELS . NIGHT 29

vincent moves down a tunnel, donning his cape. Now Father
appears from an adjoining tunnel...

FATHER
Where are you going..?

VINCENT
Above to the park.

FATHER
Really? Do you feel up to it?

VINCENT
Yes, I feel fine. I'm just going
to the tunnel entrance. . .

FATHER
It's too soon. . .

VINCENT
I want to see the night sky...
Come with me. .

Father gives him a dismayed Iook...
VINCENT

Don't you ever miss the stars?
You used to know all the
constellations. . . Come with rne.

TATHER
Alright, dlright, I'II come with
you...

They move off...

DISSOLVE TO:

30 EXT. NIGHT SKY - (STOCK)

It's a very clear night. Stars fill the sky...

28

30
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31 EXT. CENTRAL PARK TUNNEL ENTRANCE . NIGHT

Vincent and Father stand gazing up at the sky...
F'ATHER

( pointing )
I believe that's Andromeda,

if I'm not mistaken.

VINCENT
It's Cassiopeia, Father. . .

( indi cating )
Do you see her chair..?

FATHER
Now, I'm the one with the failing
memory. Of course, you brought
me up here to make you look more
astute.

VINCENT
( smi les )

No, I promise...

FATHER
I should have known. Up to your
old tricks - - You must be feeling
better...

VINCENT
( quietly )

Yes I am. '

FATIiER
(now serious)

We were all praying...

A tender moment...

VINCENT
( a long beat )

Father -- What happened to
me? What happened to me in that
dark cavern? I have no memory
of it none...

( coNTrNuED )

31-
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CONTINUED:

- #045/046 13.

3r.
31

32

FATHER
(with difficulty)

. - :'rl":":;':n:1r""::'::;:::: state
don't think I've ever been more
afraid for you, for all of
us... And, Catherine went in to
bring you back. . .

( beat )
She went into that dark place,
alone. . .

vincent is humbled by this news. He drops his head.Father puts a consoling arm around him.

FATHER
Catherine brought you back.

Father and son stand together under the night sky...
DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. ITALIAN RESTAURANT . NIGHT

JoE llAxwELL shrugs into his overcoat as he and pATRrcK
HANLON come out of the restaurant into the foggy night.
Hanlon is a one time law school buddy nol/ iiien io astation in life high above Joe's. And it shows. From hisalligator shoes, to his soft manicured hands, to his
groomed hair. He is glib and condescending, and Joedoesn't rike him much. But Hanlon's tone is strained andtense, and Joe has been picking up on it. They walk.

HANLON
So what do you hear about Raymond?

JOE
Peace Corps. Gave up Iitigating
divorcees for innoculating
refugees.

HANLON
( incredulous )

Peace Corps?

JOE
That's what I hear.

HANLON
Amazing. . .

32

*
*

( coNTrNuED )
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32 CONTINUED:

L4.

32

Hanlon shakes his head and raughs with soft irony, almostto himself.

JOE
Ten years is a long tirne.

Hanlon becomes suddenry emotional, his tone etched with
sadness.

HANLON
Is that all it's been?

Joe senses that sonething is up beyond Hanlon's surfacingnostalgia. They walk a few paces in silence before Joefinds a way in.

JOE
Tell me whatrs going oor pat.

Hanlon glances over at Joe, but doesnrt answer right
away...

JOE
I meanr lou and ne haven't talked
since the night we passed the bar.
Now you call me up out of nowhere.
And donrt telI me itrs over old
t,imes, because you're about the
least nostalgic guy...

rfenfOf'f
( ove rlapping )

What've you heard, Joe?

JOE
What have I heard about what,?

HANLON
About me. My work.

Joe shrugs.

JOE
I ear you're pulling down about
a nillion a year on wall street.

HANLON
Try fifty nillion.

Joe tries to cover his amazenent.

( coNTTNUED )
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32 CONTINUED: (2)

JOE
That's a lot of money. Especially
for some Irish kid from the
Bronx...

15.

HANLON
This isn't about the money. It
stopped being about money a long
time ago.

JOE
Then what the hell are vre talking
about?

They've come to Hanlon,s late model Rolls. Hanlon turns
to Joe, who begins to understand what Hanlon is getting
at.

JOE
What are you into?

Whatever was left of Hanlon's smooth veneer disappears,
revearing a desperately frightened man. Ile graniis around
before regarding Joe.

HANLON
It's big. Bigger than

HanIon breaks off, shakes his head in frustration.
HANL;

The scale of it, Joe... it,s
incredible. I'n talking
governments, organized crime,
najor industries...

JOE
And you fit in where?

HANLON
( i ronic smile )

I'm just a lawyer.

JOE
For who?

( coNTTNUED )

32
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32 CoNTINUED: (3) 32

HANLON *
Not yet.

. JOE
I can get get you into Witness
Protection first thing tomorrow.

HANLON
Joe: I,m on a plane in one hour.ffidy and the *ias are already
the re .

JOE
Whe re ?

Hanron doesn't answeri rather, he takes a black reather- *
bound ledger from his coat pocket and hands it to Joe.

JOE
( flipping through the
pages )

what iS it?
HANLON *

You'II find out when I get to
where I'm going.

( beat )
It has to be on my terms.

Hanron slides in his key'and opens the driver door, about *
to get in, when:

JOE
He1zr Pat...

Pat stops and turns back to Joe expectantly.

JOE
Why are you doing this?

Hanlon regards Joe, straight and cold. *

HANLON *
Because until I got into this
thing... I didn't believe there
was a hell.

With that, Hanlon slides behind the wheel, closes the *
door. Joe stands for a moment before slipping the ledger
into his jacket pocket. And as he turns to go...
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33 AN EXPLOSION

obriterates the Rorls, sending Joe sprawling to the ground.

CUT TO:

34 INT. ICU STATION . NIGHT

cathy approaches the station, where DocroR ANCHETA is
amending a patient chart, talking to a NURSE.

ANCHETA
And raise her digoxin dosage

to point five milligrams p.o.
t.i.d.

As he hands the clipboard to the Nurse:

CATHY
Excuse me: I'm here for Joe
Maxwell. I'm a friend. . .

ANCHETA
He'I1 be in surgery for a while
sti11.

CATHY
TeI1 me what happened...
please

ANCHETA
He survived an explosion that
should have kil1ed him.

Aricheta knows the helplessness she's feerirg, but he hasother patients to tend...
ANCHETA

He needs blood. That's al1 you
can do for him right nor.r.

( gently )
Why don't you speak to the duty
nurse? Shers at the outside
station.

Cathy nods weakly. With that, Ancheta moves on, leaving
her alone. HoId, then:

CATHY'S VOICE
Oh Joe. . . Iook at you.

DISSOLVE TO:

33

34
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18.

INT. ICU RECOVERY . LATER

Cathy tries to keep her emotions in check as she sits
beside Joe, who tries to srnile. His pale bruised face is
bandaged. He has an I.V. stuck in his arm and an oxygenfeeder taped under his nose, and is heavily sedated,
watching Cathy through heavy eyes.

CATHY
The doctor says you're lucky.

Joe speaks sIowly, the words cracking in his parched mouth.

JOE
Yeah. . real lucky.

CATHY
You're aIive.

JOE
If you call this living...

Joe swallows the last syllable, his head filling with a
sharp pain, as we:

SI,IASH CUT TO:

36 EXT. STREET . CU JOE'S TORSO

his hands tucking the ledger into his jacket, turning to
leave, when the RoIIs EXPLODES...

(NOTE: this cut should be quick, alrnost subliminal in its
effect. )

SI{ASIT CUT TO:

37 INT. HOSPITAT . ICU RECOVERY 37

as the memory registers on Joe's face, Cathy leans in close
to him, concerned.

CATHY
Joe?

JOE
The book. . .

CATHY
Don't talk.

JOE
Listen...

36

( CONTINUED )
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37 CONTINUED:

19.

Joe forces his eyes to focus on cathy, improring her not todismiss him.

rn rny j""k:?:.. rhere's a book.
Inportant...

CATHY
A book?

JOE
Pat gave it...

CATHY
Patrick Hanlon?

Joe nods. slightly, painfully.

JOE
Why he was killed.

Cathy takes a moment to digest this.
CATHY

I,11 find it,.

JOE
Good.

CATHY
In the meantirner fou get some
rest. . .

But Joe's eyes have already closed, and do not open.

CUT TO:

38 A FROSTED GLASS DOOR

SteNcilled: PATIENT PROPERTY

GUARD (OVER)
Here you go.

37

38
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20.

CAMERA PUSHES THROUGH 39

the frosted glass INTO THE ROOM, Ers a SECURITY GUARD sets a
plastic bin marked TTMAXWELL, JOSEPH p." upon a table before
Cathy. Other plastic bins are stacked along the wall in
metal frames. As the CAMERA CONTINUES MOVING toward Cathy,
she removes shoes, wallet, watch... fina1ly, the lorn and
burned jacket. She digs through the pockets, and as she
pul1s out the ledger, her face reflecting satisfaction and
curiosity, we:

CUT TO:

4040 INT.

Cathy

HOSPITAL CORRIDOR . DAY

nears the elevator doors.

NURSE (O.S. )
I'ls. Chandler!

turns as a Nurse approaches her.

NURSE
I'n glad I caught you.

CATHY
(a flicker of concern)

rs Joe all right?

NURSE
Yes. . .

(beat) '
I just wanted to tel1 you that
you really shouldn't be giving
blood.

CATHY
Why not?

Cathy

NURSE
WeI1, because you're pregnant.

we MOVE IN ON CATHY as the Nurse continues chattering.

NURSE
I'm sorry... but I thought you
should know. If you'd like, I'1I
have the test results sent to your
doctor. . .

But Cathy is no longer hearing the Nurse's words, the
implications of this incredible news washing over her.

END OF ACT ONE

FADE OUT
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2L.

ACT TWO

FADE TN:

INT. HOSPITAL - CONTINUOUS FROI,I PREVIOUS ACT

Cathy watches the nurse retreat down the corridor. She
stands motionless, the blood draining fron her head and
shourders. Then her feet seem to carry her backwards, away
from the news, and she gropes behind her for the wa11,
which offers some solidity and support.

But she doesn't stay there long. The monumentality of her
pregnancy the thought of Vincent's child inside her!

demands movement, action. She has to clear her head.
So she walks. Not fast. Not frantic. Just walks. The
world is blurred at the edges of her vision, time slows,
sound is muted...

DISSOLVE TO:

42 CATHY'S FACE 42

close-up, engrossed, pressed near a spotless pane of 91ass.

43 REVERSE ANGLE CATHY'S POV (THROUGH GLASS ) 43

tiny human beings.A hospital nursery. Rows of tiny cribs,

RESUIIE SCENE 44

Cathy's gaze is drawn to the Intensive Care section of the
ward, where a prematurely born child struggles for life
under an oxygen tent. Thoughts are visible in Cathy's
eyes. First, concern and compassion for this chiId...
But a deeper, darker force is also at work. Fear. Fear
of what she is carrying in her womb. Fear of the worst
possibility. She tries to turn away from this thoughL,
from the inage of the tented child taking life from tubes
and pumps, but she cannoL. Her mind and her vision are
rooted there. . .

Finally, she draws away from the glass, slowly, step by
step, before she is able to break the powerful pull, and
walk nearly run down the corridor. Putting distance
between herself and what she can only imagine.

44

DISSOLVE TO:
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45 rNE. D.A.'S orFrcE - DAy 45
(FORMERLY: HOSPITAL - BANK OF PUBLIC PHONES)

Cathy cradles the receiver between ear and shoulder as she
taps out a number. Waits. There's the timbre of
desperation in her voice when she speaks.

CATHY
( into phone )

Jenny Aronsen, please.
( waits )

Hi, Nicole. It's Cathy Chandler
calling. Is Jenny in?

(waits)
Sure... She's got my numbers.

( Lhen )

Nicole? Tell her it,s important,
would you?

(waits)
No, nothing's wrong. I just need
to talk to her. Thanks.

cathy hangs up... and takes a long swallow of air, steering
herself.

DISSOLVE TO:

46 INT. D.A. 'S oFFIcE . DAY

Cathy is at her desk, trying to focus on the ledger, but
it's not use. After a reflective moment, she stands
decisively, taking the ledger as she strides across the
expansive office, to:

47 MORENO'S OFFICE

where she knocks on the door.

MORENO (O.C. )
(muffled, through door)

Come in.

She does.

48 INT. MORENO' S OFF'ICE

A corner office. Carpetsr pdnelled walls, a big desk and
chairs, and a couch. A bank of TV monitors. A U.S. FIag,
and a N.Y. State FIag in either corner. District Attorney
JOHN I4ORENO is on the phone, trying to cover his
impatience.

( coNTTNUED )
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IvIORENO
( into phone )

i' ;"lli";"lli".ili;:1":'i;:rll;. . .
Italian? I don't knowr surprise
me. Good I love you too.

He _hangs up and turns to Cathy with a sheepish shrug,offers a one-word explanation.

MORENO
Marlene. . .

Cathy smiles.

MORENO
So it's good news about Joe.

CATHY
I suppose. He seemed...

titoRENo
What about you?

CATHY
( unconvincing )

I'm okay. . .

cathy dodges any further interrogation as she steps up to
Moreno with the ledger. ,

CATHY
Take a look at this.

lloreno doesn't push it. He leafs through the ledger.

CATIIY
Hanlon gave it to Joe just
before the bonb went off.

Moreno takes a closer look, but finds himself squinting at
the scrawled pages. He dips into his pocket for reading
glasses, glancing self-consciously at Cathy before putting
then on to examine the ledger.

CATHY
f 've cross-referenced everything
we have on Hanlon...

48

better.

And...?
MORENO

( coNTTNUED )
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48 CONTINUED: (2)

CATHY
Except for a few dates, I canrt
make any sense of it.

MORENO
Have you checked SEC records?

CATHY
No matches there either.

liloreno is scrutiniz|ng the ledger closely when his face
reflects a hint of recognition. He flips back forth
between two of the pages.

CATHY
What is it?

I{ORENO
Just these two sets of initia1s...

He turns the book so that Cathy can see.

CATHY
( reading )

MD... and HN?...

I,IORENO
MaIIoy-Davidson and Hanover Norton
Trust. .

CATHY
Go on...

MORENO
Between the two, they've
underwritten just about every
major development project in the
city.

Cathy considers this.
MORENO

Who else has seen this?

CATHY
You're the first.

Moreno nods, glances at his watch.

( coNTTNUED )
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4848 CONTINUED: ( 3 )

MORENO
I have to be downtown
minutes.

( then )
Let me hold onto this,
closer 1ook.

in five

take a

Actual Iy,
but I'II

Fine.

As Cathy takes the

CATHY
f'd like to keep it,

run a copy...

MORENO

ledger. . .

I,IORENO
Let's move on this one.

Cathy nods resolutely.

CUT TO:

INT. CATHY'S APARTMENT - DUSK

Cathy enters, her dilemna weighing heavily. She moves to
the phone, picks up the receiver to call Jenny. She begins
to punch the numbers, bu! stops mid-way. What could she
possibly te1l Jenny? We FOLLOW her:

EXT. CATHY'S TERRACE . DUSK

She moves to the railirg, looking out over the City cast
in a surreal light.

TII'IE DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. CATHY' S TERRACE . NIGHT 5].

The City twinkles below her. Hold. And after a long beat,
she straightens decisively, and exits, as we:

CUT TO:

INT. ROCK TUNNEL

FoLLow Catherine as she moves down the tunnel leading to
Vincent's chamber, a look of resolve on her face...

4949
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53 INT. VINCENT'S CHAMBER

She enters the dimly-lit chamber. Vincent sits across the
room, his back to the doorway. He does not move. He sits
as if waiting for her to draw near...

CATHY
( approaching )

Vincent. . ?

He now turns, looks at her, sadly...

CATHY
What is it?

VINCENT
Nothing.

CATHY
Are you aI r i ght.?

VINCENT
( nods )

Yes.

CATHY
Vincent, I need to talk to you.

VINCENT
I can see that you do. . .

CATHT
If now is not a good time...

VINCENT
( darkly )

There was a time when f would have
come to you.

CATHY
What do you mean? I didn't exPect
you to...

VINCENT
Catherine, I look at your face,
I see your unrest... There was
a tirne when I could feel it...

(clutches his cEestl
Here. Feel what you were feelitg,
everything across the city
across a continent.

CATHY
Vincent. . .

53

( coNTTNUED )
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53 CONTINUED: 53

VINCENT
( sadly )

Now, I must wait for you to tell
me...

( passionately )
There was a time I could feel you
coming to ne feel you as you
neared in the tunnels. It was
like a warnth that radiated from
you, that filled me with joy...

(bitter)
Tonight I waited until the
sentry sent his message that you
were here.

CATHY
What is so different now?

VINCENT
It's gone.

CATHY
What. . ?

VINCENT
The connection, our connection

our bond.

CA?HX
It will return.

VINCENT
No I do not think so...

CATHY
Have faith that it will.

VINCENT
It's lost to ne. I know...

CATHY
Why do you say that? How do you
know?

VINCENT
(quietly)

Because it is the price it is
the price I pay for this new peace

for this contentnent...
( Iamenting )

But Catherine, what have I Iost..?
( coNTTNUED )
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53 CONTINUED: (2)

CATHY
I don't believe it,s lost. But
if it is, Vincent it was aqift. rhat power wasT-lfEiET
It came to you in a life where
it was needed and you used it.
Perhaps, it's not needed,
anymore. . .

VINCENT
More than once it saved your life.
Now we face even greater risk.

CATHY
That, will not stop us and maybe
the gift will return in another
form something you've never
dreamed of...

( pauses )
Vincent, your gift was
extraordinary but it had
nothing to do with what, we are
to each other, what we feel for
each other. That is ouFETnd
that is what co-iTects us...

(quiet conviction)
and if one gift is lost, there
are other gifts waiting to be
found. Pleaser, believe me...

VINCENT
(choked with emotion)

Catherine. . .

53

CATHY
Vincentr so many other gifts are
!,/aiting for you... All you have
to is open your arns and receive
them.

VINCENT
I believe you...

CATHY
Just open your arms. . .

Vincent norr opens his arms and she comes into them... He
dholds her tightly, unable to keep the fear fron his
eyes. . .

VINCENT
Now, tell me teII me what
troubles vou...



to

54 REVERSE ANGLE

CAMERA !4ovES rN cl,osE oN catherine, holding back her secret
with deep concern for both of them.

CATHY
Anot,her time. Don, t worry. . .

FADE OUT

END OF ACT TWO

54
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ACT THREE

FADE TN:

EXT. OLD AI'IERICAN CEI'IETERY - GRAVESITE . DAY

(Note: The following will be the first in a series of
scenes designed to introduce our villain GABRTSL. The idea
is to develop this character in highly suggestive bytes of
information, augmented by a distinctive style of
photography e.g. extremely close shots, avoiding at first
his face and a disturbing and evocative musical theme
perhaps even a single sustained note . )

VARIOUS CLOSE SHOTS

OVER THE FOLLOWING: A BISHOP recites, almost chants,
the Buria1 Service for the Dead in Latin.

BI SHOP
Deus, cujus niseratione animae
fidelium requiescunt, hunc tunulum
bene dicere dignare, eique.
Angelum tuum sanctum deputa
custodem: et cujus corpus hic
sepelitur animam ejus ab omnibus
absolve vinculis delictorum, ut
in te senper cum Sanctis tuis sine
fine laetetur. , P€r Christum,
Dominum nostrum. Amen. . .

A) GABRIEL'S HANDS, elegant hands, powerful. This mann
enjoys touching things, making them his. On his long
finger is a crested gold ring, which he rotates slowly.

B) A SINGLE ROSE, lying on a coffin at the bottom of aa
foot hoIe.

C) The BISHOP, in his black and red vestments and 58
bishop's hat, reading in Latin from a prayer book held
close up to his face.

55
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59 D) GABRIEL, turning the ring on his finger...

31.

59

L, 60 E) A BOY'S FACE, fair and b1ond, six years o1d, 60Hanlon' s son. unconprehending. tnnoc-ent. . Beauti ful . As *he listens to the Latin serviie for his dead father...

6t r) Gabri.el reaches down TowARDs CAMERA, scoops a handfful 6Lof dirt, tosses it onto the coffin. He wipes off the dirtwith a linen handkerchief...

62 G) The boy's eyes look up. Gabriel,s ring hand enterss 52
FRAME, comes to rest gently on the boy,s hiad. Lingers
the re .

GABRIEL

- Remember this day. yourll come
to cherish it. . .

Tle- loy rooks up with uncomprehending eyes. The handwithdraws. The boyrs face forlows c;brier,s departure.

CUT TO:

63 INT. HoSPITAL RooT{ . DAY 63

Moreno sits beside Joe, who is bruised, bandaged, and *pale. But he is unfettered by drugs and tubesl ana thereis an edgy clarity about,him

MORENO
They buried your friend today.

JOE
He wasn't my friend.

MORENO
I thought you two were law school
buddies.

JOE
I knew him. And the little I knew
I didn't Like.

ITTORENO

Then you're not, planning to turn
this into a personal thing.

JOE
Hey, boss: I'n the one laid up
here. I'd say that's pretty
personal.

( coNTTNUED )
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53 CONTINUED:

32.

63

Moreno nods sympathetically.

UORENO
. We're working on it, Joe. Doing
our best.

JOE
I know. . .

IV1ORENO
But for all the good it,s done
us, that book nay as well have
been written in Aranaic.

JOE
What about t'ta11oy-Davidson and
HNT?

IITORENO
That'1I take awhile. They,re so
big, we don't know who the hellto subpoena.

Silence. Off their mutual frustration:
t'10RENO

Joe... what else did ttanlon say?
I mean, he must have said
something we could maybe check
into. . . .

JOE
That's just it: he didn't real1y
say anything about what he was
into. Nothing specific.

( then )
I guess he was saving the details
for insurance.

Moreno nods, shifting gears. Then:

I,IORENO
So how're you feeling anyway?

JOE
Lousy. F rustrated.

Moreno places a comforting hand on Joe's shoulder.

MORENO
Take it easy. you'Il be out of
here soon enough.

CUT TO:
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64 oMrrrED 64 *

65 INT. BURCH, S oFFIcE - DAY 65

Elliot is p?ging through the ledger while cathy watches *
hin anxiously.

ELLIOT
Are you going to tell rne what
Irm looking dt, or do I have to
guess?

CATHY
Do you know a man named patrick
Hanlon? *

ELLIOT
The attorney?

yes... .ATHY

ELLIOT
What about him?

CATHY
He was killed :*o days ago.

Now Elliot looks up at her.

CATHY
And it has something to do with
that book.

Elliot takes a moment to process this. Then:

ELLIOT
That,s too bad. But what does
any of this have to do with me?

CATHY
Hanlon was dealing with Malloy-
Davidson and Hanover Norton
Trustr so I thought...

Cathy leaves it open-ended, regarding Elliot expectantly.
( CONTINUED )
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65 CONTINUED:

34.

55

ELLIOT
I have news for your Cathy: Idonrt know many people in this.town who haven't done business
with uafloy-psyfdson and Hanover
Norton.

He shakes his head and hands the ledger back to her.
ELLIOT

Anyway, this is the last thing
I need to get involved in right
no$r.

CATHY
elliotr pIease...

ELLIOT
( ove rlapping )

f tm sorry.

CATHY
Just look through it, that's all
f'm asking you to do.

ELLIOT

No... 
(overlapping)

CATHY
HeIp me find sornething to follow
up on. A nane, a place, a dollar
amount.. " anything.

Elliot's only reply is a weary sigh.

CATHY
f'm stuck and I need some help.

Elliot cannot help but be swayed by Cathy's passionate
plea, After a long beat, he hits his inlercom. *

ELLIOT
Cancel my three o'clock. :k

He takes the ledger frorn her, half-mad, but mostly at *
himserf. cathy's relief blossoms into a wonderful smire.

CATHY
Thank you.

Elliot hefts the ledger in his palmr ds if weighing it.
He offers her a wry smile. *

( CONTINUED )
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CONTINUED: (2')

35.

SLLIOT
you knew f'd say yes, didnrt you?

Cathy shrugs.

ELLIOT
How did you know?

CATHY
because I know you.

As some unspoken acknowledgement passes between them, we:

CUT TO:

66 rNT. VTNCENT'S CHAHBER - (DAyDREAl,t) 66

The folrowing seguence, catherine's daydream, is played outin TIGHT CLOSE UPs. . .

66A CLOSE UP VINCENT 66A

His eyes, filred with incredulity, peer rNTo cAIr,tERA... A
verJz- lonq beat as. he- slowly shakes his head and looks ailay,unable to approach what he's just heard... Finally, helooks back rNTO cAr{ERA.

VINCENT
(near speechless)

A child?

66B668 cl,osE UP CATHERINE

She glows as she gazes INTO CAMERA with all her love anda deep joy... A long beat...

CATHY
( quietly )

Yes.

O CLOSE UP V]NCENT 66C

His expression now darkens.

CATHY
(with concern)

Vincent. . ?

VINCENT
(now overcome by dread)

But what kind of child?

( coNTTNUED )
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CONTINUED:

CLOSE UP CATHERINE

Gazing at. him with all her faith and

CATHY
An extraordinary chi1d.

(END OF DAYDREAM)

36.

66

66o

66

66D

tenderness.

DISSOLVE TO:

67 INT. D.A.'S OFFICE DAY

cathy's at her desk, her mind suspended in that state of
waking vision. Silent words still forming on her
-lips... 

" when the phone RINGS, jarring hei back intohere and now. she reaches for the reieiver, cradring
between ear and shoulder.

CATHY
( into phone )

Catherine Chandler... Three-
thirty on Thursday. I got it.
Thanks.

Leaning forward, she hangs up and then puts her head inher hands, composing herself. She straightens, opens adrawer, and takes out a,sheet of paper. She scribbles anote, and starts to fold... just as ltoreno passes by, notbreaking stride.
MORENO

Any luck with those names?

Cathy glances up, nods with inner excilement.

CATHY
It's starting to come
together.

( beat )
How's Joe doing?

MORENO
(over his shoulder;
smi I ing )

He asked me to snuggle hirn a
cheese - steak and some cold
beer.

Cathy smiles back... and then finishes folding the note.

CUT TO:

67

the
it
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68 INT. VINCENT'S CHAMBER

Father enters, bearing Cathy's note. Vincent's at his
writing desk, making an entry in his journal.

FATHER
(handing Vincent the
note )

This arrived just now. From
Catherine.

Vincent reads the note and rises.

FATHER
What is it?

VINCENT" Sonething urgent.

FATHER
Are you well enough to travel
alone. It's a long way. I could
send someone

VINCENT
Father, please. I'ty life must
begin again. I am ready.

Vincent wraps his cloak around hin and leaves the chamber.
Father watches after hime concerned...

CUT TO:

69 INT. PARKING STRUCTURE . DAY 69

MOVING WITH Cathy under low flourescent lights toward her
car, heels clacking on the oily concreter cdrrying a bundle
of files and dockets in front of her, papoose-style. Some
sixth sense is operating, or is it just paranoia that makes
her stop and check behind her.

7O HER POV

Down a long aisle of columns and parked cars. Nobody
the re . Nothing rnoving .

7L RESUME SCENE 7L

Cathy continues forward... and as she turns a corner,
disappearing past a huge concrete column, CAI1ERA refocusses
to reveal two dark-suited men (cal} them BOBBY and GUY)
appearing down the parking aisle, exactly where cathy just
looked. They're walking fast, picking up pace.

68

70
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38.

NEW ANGLE . CATHY

arrives at her car, and barancing the pile of documents
on a lifed knee and thigh, manages to open the door. Sheslides inside and starts the engine. As she twists aroundto start backing out of the parking space, the two men
enter her field of vj.sion. Guy is standing directry behind
the car, as Bobby casually approaches the driver,s liae.
cathy begins to rorr down her window to see what they want,
when:

73 HSR POV . THROUGH DRIVER WINDOW

Bobby drawing a gun f rom a shc':lder holster.

7 4 RESUME SCENE 7 4

Cathy jans on the accelerator, and the car lurches into
reverse, spinning Bobby to the floor and forcing Guy to
dive out of the way. cathy scrapes the car into fiist. gear
ald squeals away. The goons regain their feet and give
chase.

.7 5 INT. CAR . CATHY

flicks at the rear view, sees thern running after her...
when a horn BLARES in front of her. She hits the brakes...
but not in tirne as her cdr skids and COTLIDES with a pick
up truck.

CUT TO:

INT. TUNNELS

Moving with Vincent through the tunnels, unaware,
unconnect,ed to Cathy's plight.

72

73

75

76

77

76

77 INT. PARKING STRUCTURE BACK TO

as she tries desperately to restart
it, turns over, and she lays one arm
seat and, looking behind her, begins
and faster...

CUT TO:

CATHY

the engine... Finally
along the passenger
to back up. Faster
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39.

GUY AND BOBBY

are thirty yards back, blocking her path, brandi.shing guns.
As Cathy picks up speed, getting nearer and nearer, Crry
sgueezes off a shot, and the rear window EXeLODES,
shattering. cathy ducks but doesn't take her foot off theaccelerator. sobby ains for a tire... and FIRES.

INSERT . REAR TIRE BLOWING OUT79

80 INT. CAR CATHY

lurches as the car goes heavy and limp on one side. She
compensates by yanking the wheel... and keeping her foot
on the gas. She barrels by the two hoods... who can only
watch her sail past. Then they sprint for the pick up that
Cathy front-ended...

81 THE DRIVER 81

of the pick up is naking a panicked dash avray from the
violence.

BOBBY

sights his 9mm Detonics and takes hin down with a single
SHOT to the back. He and'Cuy jump into he pick up, ana
take off after Cathy.

79

80

82 82

8383

8484

8585

ELSEWHERE IN

Cathy, riding
metal - squeaks

PARKING STRUCTURE

on three tires and one rim, screams and
up a circular series of ramps.

THE PICK UP

bounces onto the circular ramp, tires squealing.

INT. CAR

Cathy's knuckles whiten on the steering wheelr ds she wills
the car upward, leaning into the turns.

CUT TO:
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8586 INT. TUNNELS

Vincent continues
impassive, stiIl

toward the sub
not tuned in to

basement, his face
Cathy's danger.

CUT TO:

87 INT. PARKING STRUCTURE ROOF . DAY

Cathy's car emerges at the mouth of the ramp. Grabbing
her purse she bails out. With a push, she sends the car
coasting back down the ramp. Then she turns and sprints
for the elevator on the other side of the roof.

88 FARTHER DowN THE RAMP 88

Bobby and Guy in the pick up screech around a turn to find
Cathy's car sparking and scraping against the wall, coming
right at then. Bobby yanks the wheel, but Cathy's car
broadsides them anyway.

89 BACK oN THE RooF . AT THE ELEVAToR

Cathy frantically punches at the button.

CATHY
Come on... Come. on....

Behind her, she hears the BURN of rubber. She turns to
look.

90 HER POV . THE PICK UP

leaps out of the ramp entrance onto the roof, boogeying
straight for her...

9]- CATHY 91

hits the button again.. and miraculously, the elevator
arrives. She hurries inside, and watches the doors close,
just as the pick up skids sideways to a stop right before
her...

Inside the elevator, going down. Chest heaving, Cathy
bends down to catch her breath... After a moment, she
staightens, and glances up at the floor indicator. P5,
P4, P3... She opens her purse and takes out her gun. She
drops the purse to the ground, braces herself against the
back wall of the elevator. P2, Pl... She raises the 9uo,
cocks it, tenses... as the elevator shudders to a halt and
the doors slowly glide open, revealing:

87

89

90
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9393

9494

9595

4t.

HER POV . I,IORENO

framed in the opening.

REVERSE ANGLE . CATHY

sags in relief, Iowering the gun.

CATHY
John... Thank God!

But there is something sinister in Horenors aspect... and
in his silence. TWO MEN appear beside him, touting
autonatic weapons. He gives Cathy one last look before
turning to walk off.

CATHY

The look of betrayal on her face is complete and
ove rwhe 1mi ng .

CUT TO:

INT. SUB BASEMENT - SAI|IE TIME

Vincent stands there waiting in vain.
beautiful, but ernpty. CAMERA I,IOV S IN
FACE, as r.te :

The holy light
ON HIS UNKNOWING

F'ADE OUT

END OF ACT THREE
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ACT FOUR

FADE IN:

96 MANHATTAN SKYLTNE - DAWN (STOCK)

as the sun burns up over the waking city, its brilliant
Iight squeezing through the glass and steel monoliths.

97 INT. CATHY'S APARTITIENT . SIIooTING THRoUGH TERRACE 97
DOORS

CU . VINCENT

his face framed by the grass pane, surrounded by the broad
orange glow of first lightr ds he stares forlornly
inside. . .

98 HIS POV . PANNING 98

the empty apartnent, as the lines and shapes of the
furniture begin to distinguish themselves, defined by the
growing light.

99 EXT. CATHY'S TERRACE . . RESU}TE VINCENT 99

as he turns away from the window, and steps to the terrace
railing, where he looks out, over the city. His face
reflecting dejection, dread, and impotence.

FLARE TO:

1OO INT. INTERROGATION ROOM . A SPOTLIGHT ].OO

burning directly INTO CAMERA (CATHY'S POV). This is Linbo.
From the darkness behind the light comes the cold, quiet
voice of a man named HARPER.

HARPER
Perhaps you should ask yourself
if it's really worth aII this...

96
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L01 REVERSE ANGLE - cATHy 101

illuminated by the blinding Iight. But so is her resorvenot to reveal anything. ,the souND of heers againstconcrete comes closer and closer, stopping iuit before her.she raise's her eyes. . . and, after a suipenaed moment:

HARPER
Now let's begin again. Where is
the book Maxwell gave you? That,s
all v/e need to know. Then you
can go home.

L02 CLOSE ANGLE . A CLOSED CIRCUIT CAMERA LOz

itl .rgd eye glowing in the darkened corner of this prace,
watching. . .

103

CUT TO:

INT. FATHER ' S CHAI{BER . DAY 10 3

vincent stands off, disconsorater dS Father regards himwith mounting concern.

FATHER
You cannot let fear eclipse

VINCENT
Fear is aII I have left to

FATHER
What about hope?

VINCENT
( flashing )

She is gone, Father! Without a
word or a sign.

( then, desperate )
lily sense of her...?

Vincent trails off, half-choked, unable to continue.

FATHER
(assuring)

Your empathic connection will
return, Vincent. I,m sure of it.

VINCENT
And until then. . . ?

logic.

feel.

( CONTINUED )
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L03 CONTINUED: L03

FATHER
You must have patience. . . and.faith. They are powerful healers.

VINCENT
Patience and faith...

FATHER
For no\^/, it is a1l you can do.

VINCENT
then all f can do is not enough.

Father.approaches vincent, untir he is standing very near.His voice is firm, but also full of sympathy.

F'ATHER
TeII In€r dear Vincentr please...
te11 me what I can say to give
you solace?

Vincent's eyes well as he slowly rooks up to Father.

VINCENT
Nothing you say can change what
is happening. Nothing.

( then; sadly)
I was wrong to come here... to
burden you with this.

With that, Vincent walks past Father.

FATHER
No... Vincentl

But vincent is already gone, leaving Father shaken in his
wake.

CUT TO:

].04 EXT. CITY STREET - NIGHT 104

naining. A dark, rate noder sedan sits parked on the wet
streetr w€ hear Harper's voice over the rain.

HARPER (OVER)
She is difficuIt...

1.0 5 INT. SEDAN . NIGHT 10 5

Moreno is behind the wheel, Harper beside hirn.

( coNrrNuED )
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10 5 CONTINUED : 1,0 5

HARPER
Impossible, rea1ly.

litoRENo
I told you.

HARPER
I suppose I had to see it myself.

MORENO
What about her apartment?

HARPER
Top to bottom: nothing. Same
with her bank box.

Moreno is clearly not happy with this. Harper picks up
on Morenors anxiety and seems vaguely arnused by it.

HARPER
There are other r^rays...

l'loreno's face reflects a knor+ledge that makes him very
uncomfortable. After a beat:

MORENO
Just do whatever you have to do.

As Moreno stares out into the passing night, the CAMERA
MOVES IN TIGHT uncomfdrtably close.,. until we see his
eyes, until we see through them, into a soul that is
tortured by a terrible understanding of the world.

DISSOLVE TO:

].06 INT. AUCTION HOUSE . DAY ].06
( FORIIIERLY: SOUTHEBY ' S AUCTION IIOUSE )

(Note: this is the second in the sequence of scenes
designed to introduce Gabriel. Close shots, distinctive
music, highly evocative. )

SERIES OF TIGHT SHOTS

(ovER ?HE FOLLOWTNG WE SHOULD HEAR THE RUSH AND ADRENALTN
souNDS oF AN AUCTTON rN PROGRESS. )

L07 A) Gabriels's hands. A yellow auction house card is 107
held in his ring hand between thunb and forefinger: a
Iarge number "23" stenciled in black. Over this:

( coNTTNUED )
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CONTINUED:

#0 45/0 46

r.0 7

AUCTTONEER (V.O. )(English, high-toned,
- an aristocrat )

We have a bid of seven-point-five
for item marked in the catalogue
A- 435.

108 B) Auctioneer's face. In tight.
AUCTIONEER

Seven-point-five is offered twice.
Are there other offers?

109

46.

C) Gabriel rotates the ring, picking his spot.
AUCTTONEER (V.O. )Seven-point-five has been offered

three

Gabrier's ring !tu!d rifts up, hording the yerrow card withthe numbe r 23 aloft.

AUCTTONEER (V.O. )
We have an offer of seven-point-
six for catalogue item A-435.

110 D) Auctioneer's face.

AUCTIONEER
Seven point six is offered twice.
Are there other offers?

(waits)
Seven point six has been offered
three times.

11L E) Gabriel,s hands at rest in his lap.

AUCTTONEER (V.O. )
Catelogue i tem A- 4 3 5 i.s sold to
Number 23 for seven million and
six hundred thousand pounds. It
is so noted.

Two ATTENDANTS carrying a portrait of a chird by RENOTR
WIPE FRAME. Now, CAI'IERA begins to move away from
GabrieI,s hands, travelling up the linen suitr promising
a first glimpse of Gabriel's face. But just as CAIIERA
arrives another face interposes, leaning down speaking
into Gabrier's ear. All we see of Gabriel's feltures are
the edges of his long blond hair, nodding.

107

108

109

110

111

CUT TO:
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TT2 INT. PASCAL'S PIPE CHAMBER . NIGHT IL2
where Pascal, and his apprentice zAcH, move to the symphonyof pipes, returning and relaying messages with twin 3et,sof batons. Zach hesitates for a momen!, listens, butdoesn't hear what hers after...

ZACH
I nissed the last one.

Pascal doesn,t skip a beat,.

PASCAL
West End and Twelfth...

ZACH

r *,"1";;:l:nil"3l-" fron... whar
r ffied was where itG-going.

Pascar is about to lpeak when they both hear something
among the many sounds.

ZACH
That's itl

As he runs and leaps onto a three-foot shelf to tap outthe code on a high pipe:

ZACH '
B sector, topside... Broome and
eleventh. Food pick up.

Zach looks up to see his teacher smiling, when Father
enters.

ZACH
Father!

FATHER
HeIlo, Zach...

( then )
Pascal, mdy I have a word?

PASCAL
( to zach)

Can you handle it by yourself?

ZACH
With my eyes closed...

PASCAL
That's fine just keep your ears
open.

Zach smiles as he responds to an incorning sound...
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1.13 ANOTHER ANGLE 113

As Pascal approaches Father, he senses that something is
amiss.

FATHER
Catherine is missing...

PASCAL
Missing? rs she in danger?

FATHER
I don't know...

PASCAL
But if she were, wouldn't
Vincent. . . ?

FATHER
( ove rlapping )

With what happened... the bond
between them has somehow been
impai red.

Pascal nods with a sudden and deep understanding.

PASCAL
I'1I alert every outpost right
array. Issue an all quiet.

FATHE;
Good. I've already contacted the
Helpe rs .

Pascal sees the depth of Father's concern.

PASCAL
We'11 find her, Father.

FATHER
we must find her.

CUT TO:

1],4 INT. DISTRICT ATTORNEY MORENO' S OFFICE . DAY 114

A corner office. Carpets, panelled walls. And the big
desk and chairs and couch. Three TV monitors run the
network news tapes of Cathy's damaged car, reporting chaos
in the D.A. 's of f ice. Joe's there, clearly upset. lrloreno
is sympathetic, but realistic.

( coNTTNUED )
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114 CONTINUED:

MORENO
You don't think I'm upset? First
my Deputy D.A. gets blown to
within inches of his Iife... and
now my best investigator is
bushwhacked in a police parking
structure. . .in broad da$igh!,.
Not exactty @ that
inspires public confidence.

JOE
I don't give a damn about public
confidence !

MORENO
( gesturing at the
monitors )

These are the people that put us
into office. You better start
paying attention.

JOE
This is Cathy Chandler we're
talking about. Not some political
agenda.

MORENO
PuI1 yourself back a little, Joe.
I'ly agenda's the same as yours:
find her... before permanent
damage is done to the reputation
of this office.

( beat )

Now what, are you suggesting?

JOE
I want to head the investigation.

I.tORENO
Can you handle it? Because you, re
not showing ne in here you can
handle it.

Joe is willing to tolerate this reprimand if it gets him
what he wants. He forces himself to cool off.

JOE
r can handle it.

114

( CONTINUED )
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114 CONTINUED: (2)

MORENO
Then it's Yours.

( beat )
But, Joe... Every move, every
lead, every decision affecting
this case, I want across my desk
bef ore you rnake it public. I
don't want to read about it first.

Joe agrees with a nod.

IIIORENO
So where do we start?

JOE
( sinply )

The ledger...
I{ORENO

That,s the logical place... if
you can avoid turning this into
a personal vendetta

JOE
( protesting )

John

MOREIiIO
( overriding)

Run out every ground ball, Joe:
that's all I'm saying. Her
caseload, her files... any of her
convictions released from custody
in the last two years. . .

JOE
I'm on it.

As Joe motions to leave:

MORENO
(adrnonishingl

Everything, Joe. Across my desk.

Joe accepts this arrangenent, exiting, and CAI'IERA lingers
on Moreno, watching him go.

CUT TO:

114

115 INT. INTERROGATION ROOI'I . DAY

( coNTTNUED )

115



115

r.L6

LL7

118

119

L20
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CONTINUED:

#0 45/0 46 51.

HIGH ANGLE . ON CATHERINE

harf-conscious, head bowed, arms and neck bound to her
..rr!"rroga.tion chair. A man in a suit steps rNTo FRAMEbefore her, looks up, directry rNTo CAMERA: gis tone isclinical, precise, without emotion. calr hirn the DocroR.

DOCTOR
She has knowledge of at least
five major contacts. But she
she still wonrt teII us where
the book is.

A beat, then:

THE DOCTOR'S POV

the closed-circuit camera and its unbrinking red eye.

RESUI,IE DOCTOR

DOCTOR
Her resistance is remarkable.

HIS POV

the staring camera.

DOCTOR (O.S. )
any further with

1r_ 5

116

1_17

*

118

*

119

L20

f can't go
her...

CATHY

lifts her head with difficulty, trying to focus.

HER POV

a blurred vision of the Doctor.

DOCTOR
( echoing, surreal )

She's pregnant.

RESUME CATHY

horrified by his possession of this knowledge.

L2L L2L



L22

124

THE DOCTOR

seems to squirm in the subsequent
himsel f .

trt
JL.

122

bracingsilence, ds if

CUT TO:

T23 INT. GABRIEL's PENTHoUSE . DAY

GABRIEL'S POV THREE VIDEO MONITORS

establish the place of Catherine,s captivity. On one
monitor, black-uniformed GUARDS with assault weapons stand
outside the interrogation roon's heavy steel door. The
other two monitors display the Doctor from different
angles.

DOCTOR
Anything more threatens the fetus.

A long beat. The Doctor grows even more uncomfortable.
The manicured hand, with its gold ring, ENTERS FRAME,
setting a glass of blood-colored wine onto a side table.
Then we hear Gabriel's voi ce : a srnooth bari tone: a
European color.

GABRTEL (O.S. )
Continue, Doctor.

on the video screen, the'Doctor becomes even more
unconfortable, as we:

L23

L24INT. INTERROGATION ROOM

DOCTOR
It could kill the

CUT TO:

RESUME DOCTOR

woman as weII.

GABRIEL
( filtered; through
speake r )

Doctor. .. you'lI continue.

The Doctor nods, stifling any further dissent, and glances
o.c..



who carries to the Doctor a stainress steer tray upon which
sits a syringe, two 50cc bottles of sodiurn pentathol, and
some gauze. The Doctor stabs the rubber-topped bottle wilh
the syringe needle, filling the chamber. He squeezes the
air fron the solution, and turns back to Cathy. She
regards hin, no longer defiant, but pleading. Her cry
comes out as a desperate whisper, barely audible.

CATHY
No...

CUT TO:

L26 INT. CONCRETE CELL NIGHT

53.

L25 ANGLE To INcLUDE HARPER

cathy finishes dry heaving, and farrs back heavily against
the waIl. rt is pitch dark in here... so dark that we canbarery see her. The only light squeezing in fron beneath
the heavy steel door that is one of the four walls
surrounding her.

L27 CLOSER ANGLE

As she recovers, we see
as well as the physical
endured, have affected
the darkness, trying to
o.c.:

L25

L26

L27

that this claustrophobic space,
and psychological abuse she has

her deeply. She blinks hard into
adjust when she sees sonething

L28 HER PoV - VINCENT

L29

standing deep in the shadowed corner.

RESUT{E CATHY

128

L29

CATHY
Vincent !

She scrambles to her feet, virtually flinging herself
toward him. . .

ANOTHER, ANGLE 130

Ernptiness: a tilting shadow where Vincent's image once
stood. Cathy leans heavily against the wa11, devastated,
when:

130



13L

L32

r.3 5

135

rt takes her a long time to process what is before her.But then it, comes together, and her face hardens into amask of deterrnination. she moves to the pipe and takesoff a shoe, using it as a malret to tap out-an emergency
99d"_. she repeats the code, each sequence more urgent ttranthe last.

Rev. 7/25/89 -- #045/046

HER POV

barely visible across from her:
floor to ceiling.

RESUME CATHY

54.

131

a steam pipe running from

t32

135 *

135

CATHY
Please, Vincent... hear me...

CAMERA TILTS DOWN

along the pipe. . .

L33

DISSOLVE TO:

PANNING THE PIPE 133

continuing its downward prunge, as if folrowing the urgent
sound it carries.

L34 SERTES oF DrssoLvES (sroeK FRoM "AN rMpossrBLE srLENCE"") 134

lannins various stretches of pipe, further estabrishingthe intricate network of communication which links theworld below.

OMITTED

CUT TO:

INT. CONCRETE CELL

Cgthy is tapping relentlessly when the huge steel door
slides open, flooding the room in light.



stand the backlit silhouettes of two black-uniformedguards (GUARD #1 and GUARD #Z). As they enter the room,gaining a third dimension...
137A INT. OUTPOST LISTENING CHAMBER (FORMERLY SC. 1.35) 137A

CAMERA PANS ALONG THIS COMPLEX OF' PIPES

to an ELDERLv MAN who reacts to the tapping nowterribly faint, as we:
CUT TO:

L37

1_38

13 8A

L39

L39A

L40
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IN THE DOORWAY

OMITTED

INT. CONCRETE CELL - RESUME CATHY

as ll" glances at the approaching guards, but continuessending her message. As the Guaid-#1 approaches andreaches for her arm...

CATHY
No!

CUT TO:
OMITTED

INT. PASCAL'S PIPE CHAMBER

as Zach listens intently, picking up the massage,
sprinting out of the chamber...

CUT TO:

INT. INTERROGATION ROO}I

55.

L37

138

1.3 BA

13 88

139

13 9A

140

she wheers around with what rittre strength remains withinher. Guard #1. catches her arm and, arong with Guard *2drags her from the cell, slamming the steel doorbehind... leaving us in the dark.

CUT TO:

1388 INT. oUTPoST LISTENING CHAI,TBER

The faint tapping ceases, and the Erderry Man takes uphis baton_right away, tapping a strong, urgent message
upon an adjacent pipe.

cathy is strapped in the chair as the Doctor finishes tying
q pale rubber tube around her bicep, tapping her pale, limp
forearn for veins. Finding one, he takes a syringe from
his jacket pocket, removes the needle cover, then squeezes
a few drops before injecting the poison into her veins.

DOCTOR
Let it go this time, Miss
Chandler. Please.

CUT TO:
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L4L rNT. SUBWAY TUNNEL - MOVTNG pOV (STOCK) 141

on t9p of the train, flashing strobe-rike through thecurving tunnel

L42 REVERSE ANGLE - VTNCENT ( STOCK ) taz
riding atop the subway car, speeding toward catherine.

CUT TO:

L43 OUTSIDE INTERROGATION ROOM 143

A pair of guards (GUARD #3 and GUARD #4) are standing on *
either side of the steel door, when the warr before ihem
EXPLODES into a cloud of dust and debris... Vincent
appears with a cRy of primal fury, then leaps across the
room, as 'we 3

CUT TO:

1.44 A CAGED RED LIGHT T44

flashing in sync with a piercing buzzer, and we are:

\, 145 rNT. TNTERRoGAToN Roor{ 145

Harper pushes past the Doptor, a stiletto flashing in his
hand.

HARPER
Come on!

As he slices through Cathy's tethers, we:

CUT TO:

L46 OUTSIDE INTERROGATION ROOM L46

Vincent is finishing the Guard #3, when Guard #4 FIRES *
his AK-47. A half-dozen bullets explode around him as he
moves to the steel door.

L47 ANGLE (SLIGHT OVERCRANK) L47

as Vincent tears the door from its deadbolts and hinges,
using it as a shield as he rams the still-firing Guard *
*4, crushing him against the wall.



L48

L49

L50

151

152

153
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ANGLE

Vincent lands hard on the roof.

1.54 INT. SEDAN . NIGHT

RESUI'TE SPEED

Guard *4 SCREAI,IS... then is silent. vincentdoor, letting it fall onto the bloody iemains

INT. INTERROGATION ROOII

The insistant ALARI'! CONTTNUES when vincent enters the emptyroom- on the other side of t!" roomr d' emergency exit
999r is open. vincent is heading toward it wien ie hears acAR ENGTNE kick alive. He moves to the room's only window,peers through the sLeel mesh three stories berow. -

HIS POV

r_rruminated by the pale yellow light of a street ramp:Harper.shoves catherine, then the Doctor into the uait<g.f an idling sedan. Harper srams the door, and as hethe front passenger door...

RESUME VINCENT

peering off the steel mesh window covering, tossing itaside, as we:

CUT TO:

EXT. BUILDING . NIGHT L52

sHoorrNG up as Vincent exprodes through the window, farringin a shower of glass...

57.

148

releases the *
of the Guard.

L49

150

seat
opens

1-5 1

Vincent,s hand smashes
around Harper's neck.
hand from his neck...

through Harper,
As Harper tries

153

154

s window, clamping
to tear the choking

HARPER
(to Driver)

Go!

Harper reaches into his jacket
stiletto in the same motion,
arm, causing him to release his
Vincent's other hand reaches in

and comes out with his
cutting deep into Vincent's
grip. Harper SCREAMS as
and tears into his throat.
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155 ExT. SEDAN . NIGHT . I'tovING 155

CLOSE ON VINCENT

as the sedan screeches away, he flies off the car.

156 vrNcENT'S POV 156

as the tail lights of the sedan recede into the night mist,
Catherine looks desperately out the rear window.

T57 RESUME VINCENT 157

Vincent pushes himself up off the ground, tattered and
bleeding. His head rocks back as he bellows from the
depths of his soul, a sustained cry of anguish that echoes
through the City and up into the heavens...

VINCENT
CATHERINE !

FADE OUT

END OF ACT FOUR



ACT FIVE

FADE IN:

158 EXT. GABRIEL'S TOWER - TO ESTABLISH DAY

159

CAI{ERA TILTS UP to record this imposing monolith
And steel. A TITLE SUPERIUPOSES ON SCREEN.

''SIX MONTHS LATERI'

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. GABRIEL'S PENTHOUSE . CATHY'S ROOIII - DAY
HIGH 9{IDE ANGLE (as if from closed circuit nonitorl

59.

L5I

of glass

159

glas s
NO

bed

A white cube. Five white
looking out over the City
noise reaches up here, and
nade up with white sheets.

surfaces and a huge pane of
from these Olympian heights.
Cathy sits in silence on a

160 CLOSER ANGLE . CATHY

Cathy knows where she's going
morning for six months. Tenko
Cathy tries vainly to establish
matriarch, another daily ritual

150

sitting on her bed in a white hospital gown, six months
pregnant, the red light of the closed circuit camera
flashing high in the corner above her. The bed and a night
table are the only pieces of furniture in the room. On the
night table are three books, a lamp, and a digital clock.
Cathy is staring at the clock... apparently anticipating
something. The clock says 7:30 aU.

Then the clock says 7:31At't.

Cathy's gaze shifts sharply to the door, where she hears
an UNLOCKING SOUND. She rises swiftly in her night dress:
a pregnant white prisoner standing in this white room.

The door pushes in, and an eldery and diminutive Japanese
woman (TENKO) holds the door open. As if by rote, Cathy
angles past her into the:

161 LONG CORRIDOR 161

- she's done this every
falls into step beside her.
a connection with this

( CONTINUED )
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161 CONTINUED:

CATHY
please. . . talk to me. Have you
been outside today? Do they let
you outside?

But Tenko may as well be deaf and dumb. she doesn't
respond to cathy not a break in stride or even a grimmer
from her_impas?iy" ey9s. They turn a corner, approachinga heavy door with a glass portal. . .

cathy siezes the moment of privacy, and physically turnsthe older woman towards her, imploringly.
CATHY

(urgent; under her
breath )please... you've got to help rne.

Tenko regards her without emotion.

CATHY
They, re going to take my baby.you know that. please, if theyIlTgF6ilFfde, sive i,r,is. . .

And now we see that cathy has a piec of paper folded inher hand. she opens the woman,s palm and-f6rces the noteinto her grasp.

CATH|:r
...to any police officer.
please. . .

There is no change in Tenko's expression, but she closesher fist around the note... and then proceeds to the door.
Cathy follows her gratefully. The door is opened,
revealing a...

151

t62L62 MEDICAL EXAMINATION ROOI,I

with state-of-the-art equipment: an examination table,
ultra-sound monitorsr dn x-ray machine, hot lights, etc.
A lot of shiny steel and black counter tops. The doctor
is there, along with a tall MALE NURSE, and one of
Gabriel's AIDE DE CAMPEs. Cathy crosses immediately to
the examination table and si.ts down. The doctor
approaches. . .

DOCTOR
Unbutton your gown, please...
and lie down.

( CONTINUED )
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L62 CONTINUED:

Cathy complies,
Cathy lie's down,
some transparent

#0 45/0 46 61.

L64

the
Then
her eyes

*

L52

but her gaze is fixed on the Woman. As
she looks past the doctor who is spreading
goop on her belly.

153

L64 RESUME CATHY

devastated, hopeless, as her head rocks back onto
examination table, and she stares at the ceiling.
the sound of the ultra-sound begins and she croieswishing she were any place but here...

165 INT. GABRIEL'S PENTHOUSE

CUT TO:

- CATHY'S ROOM . LATER

GABRTEL (O.S. )
You'II have to be more specific,
Doctor.

HER POV ].63

Tenko crosses to the Aide and gives hirn Cathyrs note. TheAide reads the note, crumples it... and then throws it inthe trash.

cathy is let back into her roon, and the rocks are rocked
behind her. she moves to the huge window and stands there,rooking out at what was once her city, but where she is novttrapped. Both her hands'rest on her-swollen be1ry. Aftera Iong conternplative moment:

CATHY
( softly, desperately)

Vincent... where are you?

HOLD. Then:

CUT TO:

L66 INT. GABRIEL'S PENTHOUSE . DAY

GABRIEL'S POV

Against the spectacular picture-window backdrop of
Manhattan, the Doctor stands before Gabriel, who remains
hidden from us throughout the scene.

155

L66

( coNTTNUED )
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L66 CONTINUED:

62.

L66

Everyttrine??ft?1"* .n" fetal
heartbeat to the contracted
gestation period. At this rate
of development, she could go into
labor tomorrow.

GABRTEL (O.S.1
ExpIain. . .

DOCTOR
f can't.

. Trv 
ABRTEL (O.S. )

The Doctor is sorry he ever brought this up.

DOCTOR
ft,s just, the nature of the
pregnancy. . . It's not normal.

(then: point blank)
I'm worried about the woman.

GABRTEL (O.S. )This isn't about the woman.

The Doctor looks up, 
"oni.rr"d.

DOCTOR
I don't understand...

GABRTEL (O.S. )
She's just the vessel.

( then )
It's the child.

DOCTOR
The chiId...?

GABRTEL (O.S. )
I want this child. *

Cognition spreads over the Doctor's face. Even this t'
corrupt man is chilled by Gabriel,s words. Uneasy, he
nods as he takes his leave through heavy double doors.
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L67 cAr'tERA PTVOTS 90 DEGREES t67

to the bank of video monitors as Gabriel,s hand ENTERS
FRAI'IE to press a control button. one by one, the monitors
come alive. He pushes another button: as Vincent,s
ferocious attack on the Guards is seen from various angles.
As Vincent turns INTO CAI'IERA on the center monitor, Gabriel
pushes another button, FREEZfNG aIl three frames. He
pushes another button: this one IBGNIpIyING the center
monitor in steps... until a grainy but unmistakable still
of vincent's face snarling, bestial firrs the screen.
Hold, then:

CUT TO:

158 INT. FATHER'S CHAMBER . NIGHT 158

Father sits at his reading table his worries weighing
heavy on him...
Vincent now enters, carrying his cape...

FATHER
( looking up)

You're going above. . ?

Vincent nods. He too appears deeply burdened...

VINCENT
Have you received any word, today?

FATHER
No... Nothing.

VINCENT
Someone's watching the warehouse?

FATHER
Day and night. Sebastian,s there
now. No one's come near it...

VINCENT
( angui shed )

Where is she?? why have I no
sense of her?

( beat )
we nust continue. . .

( coNTTNUED )
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168 CONTINUED: t 6I

FATHER
Everyone of us, everyone of our
helpers has been searching the
city...

( looking at him,
conce rned )

You go above every night you've
barely slept, in six months...

VINCENT
( darkly)

It spares me fron the dreans.

FATHER
You cannot go on like this. your
condition was not strong to begin
with...

VINCENT
what are you suggesting??

FATHER
That if you continue in this way
you wiIl surely destroy yourself.

VINCENT
You would have me stop searching
for Catherine? I

FATH;R
I would have you conserve your
strength...

VINCENT
I will not stop until I find her.
You know that.

FATHER
( gently )

Vincent perhaps there is
a reason for this inability to
sense Catherine, for your loss
of connection to her.

( then )

If the worst has occurred, if...

VINCENT
No! Don't let the word cross your
lips. She is alive... She is
alive and r will find herl r will
not stop. Never...

( CONTINUED )
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168 CoNTTNUED: (2\ 1.68

He takes up his cloak and exits, Ieaving Father to muse
over Lhis tragic circumstance.

CUT TO:

159 rNT. MoRENo' s oFFrcE - DAY 169

Joe stands before ltoreno, who sits behind his expansive
desk.

MORENO
All right. Gimme some perspective
here. Where are we?

JOE
( frustrated )

Square one: back to trying to
I.D. the crew that got her. we
know they were heavyweight. They
popped the driver of the pick up
just so they wouldn,t leave behind
a witness.

MORENO
Local ?

JOE
I doubt it, but I don't know.
The trail goes'dead. For a while
I thought they had somebody on
the inside, but that didn't pan
out either.

MORENO
what about the personal side?

JOE
Same deal. We're still working
on the name Vincent

l'10RENO
Fron the books in her apartnent.

JOE
( nods )

Yeah... but we're cold on that
too.

l'IORENO
And the FBI?

( coNTrNuED )
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169 CONTINUED:

JOE
Sta1ling. No noter Do ransom.
They think Cathy'11 turn up the
same place as Jimmy Hoffa.

MORENO
How many men've you got in the
field?

JOE
Twelve.

Moreno nods. Stands and moves around the desk to face Joe.

MORENO
Come oo r Joe . I f thi s $/e re anyone
else, what would we have done
three months ago?

JOE
( ni se rably )

Downgrade.

ITIORENO
That, s right.

Moreno collects his fi1es... and stands.

I,tORENO
I'm sorry, Joe.' r know she meant
a lot to you. She neant a lot
to all of us. We gave it our best
shot... but it's time you start
pulling your weight around here
again. We need you.

Joe stands there, silent, trying to process this.

CUT TO:

].70 INT. GABRIEL' S PENTHOUSE . NIGHT

Gabriel stands, BACK TO CAMERA, his silhouette against the
spreading skyline. Moreno's filtered voice comes through
some speaker.

MORENO (OVER)
( filtered)

I wanted you to know... the case
is closed on this end.

( silence, then)
I just wanted you to know that.

( CONTINUED )

159

170
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CONTlNUED:

#0 45/o aA

GABRIEL
I wasn't worried. I have
confidence in you. you've
never let me down.

CUT TO:

67.

170

*

L7L

Pausing a

L1L EXT. PHONE BOOTH . NIGHT

As Moreno, a little nervous, hangs up the phone.
moment before exiting the phone booth.

CUT TO:

L72 INT. ELLIOT BURCH'S OFFICE . DUSK T72

The sun has juft ducked behind the horizon, sending a dusky
orange light through the blinds into the office. effiot'sat his desk, working. The intercom right goes onr and hehits it. A woman's voice cones over the speaker.

ASSTSTANT (O.C. )
( futzed )

Mr. Malloy is here.

ELLIdT
( into speakerphone )

Thanks.

Elliot stands, and moves out from behind his desk... as
PAUL MALLOY is ushered into the office. Malloy has thirtyyears on Elliot, but there is tremendous force and animal
energy in the rnan. He is a player, a fellow titan.

ELLIOT
( shaking hands )paul. . .

MALLOY
Good to see you, Elliot. How
about a scotch? Neat.

Elliot moves to the wetbarr pouES two fingers into a glass.
MaIloy steps to the window, Iooks appreciativety out over
the city.

MALLOY
Look at that. It's a niracle...

Elliot joins hirn at the window, hands him the scotch.

( CONTINUED )
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ELLIOT
what?

HALLOY
That it works. Two million people
packed on an island...

ELL IOT
It's called civilization.

MALLOY
(a wry smile)

Is that what it,s called?

Malloy takes a sip and moves away from the window.
senses something in maIIoy.

MALLOY
lly father was a janitor in a
synagogue, el1iot.

( beat )
Your father... was a sanitation
worker, as I recall. Does it make
thern greater men now that !, thejanitor's son, lend money to the
sanitation worker's son to build
skysc rape rs?

(shakes his head)
I don,t think so. They were, I
think, lesser nen either by
Iuck or by brains. Or more
likely, by a failure to know the
true scope of things.

Here MalIoy regards ElIiot carefully.
MALLOY

Now this is a problem you've never
had, EIIiot...

ELLIOT
(warily)

Until now...

Malloy is non-commital on this point.

I'IALLOY
Perhaps... but who am I to say?
History will cast us all in a
strange light.

58.

EIIiot

1,7 2

( coNTrNuED )
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L7 2 CONTINUED: (2') L|Z

ELLIOT
You,re upset about the inquiries
I,ve made into MalIoy-Davidson.

GREON
Scope, Elliot. f'm afraid this
has very little to do with
Halloy-Davidson.

ELLIOT
f never saw you as a messenger
boy, Paul.

I'taIloy ignores the insult.
I{ALLOY

. No matter what we choose to think,
you and I are men shaped by forces
greater than ourselves.
Structures within structures.
Interwoven, interacting. . .

( beat I
Some of us become rich when we
anticipate the course of events.
But even those of us with vision
are just byproducts of a much
larger manufacture.

Malloy moves back to Elliot at the window. Hands him back
the empty scotch. Looks'way down at the street below.
Takes a deep swallow of oxygen.

MALLOY
The air is very thin up here,
Elliot. Don't let it affect your
thinking.

Gracef ulIy, litalloy turns to leave r os ElIiot, s f ace hardens
in its resolve.

CUT TO:

],73 INT. GABRIEL' S PENTHOUSE . CATHY' S ROO}I . NIGHT 173

Moonlight gives the room a ghostly transparence. CAI'IERA
moves in slowly on Cathy in bed in the dark. She's awake,
eyes open, staring straight ahead. We move in closer...

TILATCH DISSOLVE TO:



I75 TNT. PENTHoUSE

CUT TO:

. CATHY'S ROOM - CLOSE ON CATHY 175

as some vague pain clouds her eyes. Then her face
contorts, grimacing. ANGLE WIDENS to show Cathy putling
back the covers, swinging her legs over the edge of the
bed. She sits there holding her stomach, moaning softly...
as the first contraction moves through her.

L76

CUT TO:

CLOSE ON VINCENT

L74

L77

178

t'7 9

INT. VINCENT' S

also sleepless,

CHAMBER - CLOSE

eyes unblinking,

70.

ON VINCENT L7 4

face- shadowed, obsessed.

L76INT. VINCENT'S CHAI'IBER

An empathic pain in his eye.
to process what he sensing.
becomes visual and auditory,

He sits up sharply... trying
when suddenly the sensation
a psychic flash:

A QUTCK NEGATIVE I}IAGE OF' A FETUS L77

Alive, infared colors, a single DEAFENING HEARTBEAT.
(Note: this first flash should be almost sublirninal, so
we don't actualize realize what we are seeing or hearing.)

BACK TO VINCENT

rocked, staggered, by this powerful and waking vision.
CUT TO:

INT. PENTHOUSE . CATHY'S ROOM . ON CATHY

as the contraction passes, leaving Cathy drained and
fearful of what the birth of her child might mean.

FADE OUT:

END OF ACT FIVE

178

L19
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ACT SIX

FADE TN:

].80 THE BURCH GRAND HOTEL AND CASINO ].BO

in F'LAMES. SIRENS BLARE, aS:

181 vARrous sHors oF TNFERNo (sTocK) LB1

Windows explode.

An army of firefighters battre the spitting frames.

Flames flare against the night sky.

L82 ANGLE . WPPX TV NEWS CREW L82

Reporter LESLTE coLE speaks to the camera, activity in b.g.
and all around her.

LESLIE COLE
The Burch Grand Hote1 and Casino
continues to burn here in atlantic
City, with more than two hundred
people feared dead, and twice that
many injured.

CUT TO:

1.83 TELEVISION SET

continues the broadcast.

183

LESLIE COLE
The fire was first discovered in
the restaurant kitchen at
seven-thirty this evening. . .

PULL BACK to reveal that we are:

].84 INT. ELLIOT BURCH' S OFFICE . SAI,TE TIME ].84 ,r

where Elliot is watching the broadcast with two ADvISORS.
He is devastated by what he sees.

( coNTTNUED )
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184 CONTINUED:

LESLIE COLE
Investigators think arson may have
caused the inferno, although no
suspects have been named. The
hotel and casino is widely
considered to be the crown jewet
in the empire of its namesake,
Elliot Burch...

Elliot shuts off the television with the remote control.
His look lingers at the blank screen, as:

ELLIOT
Get me Manning...

CUT TO:

185 INT. VINCENT'S CHAI'IBER NIGHT

PANNTNG the chamber, its detairs bathed in shadow. over
this, the HEARTBEAT, growing louder and 1ouder... until
we FIND VINCENT as he lays awake in bed. Sleepless.
CAMERA I'IOVES IN SLOWLY as the sound crescendoes. . .

FLASH CUT TO:

185 NEGATIVE IMAGE OF FETUS 
I

this one longer than the last.

187 RESUI'IE VINCENT

bolting upright at fetal inage, haunted
meaning and by the relentless pounding

188

184

185

185

187

INT. JOE' S OFFICE

A haggard Joe sits
on a legal pad. A

(without looking up)
Come in.

I'loreno enters.

. DAY 188

hunched over his messy deskr scribbling
KNOCK on the door.

JOE

by its elusive
in his head.

CUT TO:

( coNTTNUED )
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188 CONTINUED: 1BB

Busy? 
MoRENo

JOE
Yeah...

As Moreno approaches, Joe doesn't stop what he's doing.:
MORENO

Put the pen down, Joe.

Joe puts the pen down and regards Moreno for the first
time. Then:

MORENO
You feeling all right?

JOE
I'm fine.

MORENO
Well you don't look so fine.

JOE
NO?

MORENO
In fact, you look like hell.

JOE
I'm sorry you think so.

When Moreno says nothing...

JOE
So what's up? Or did you just
come here to give me a hard time?

tIORENO
I want you to take a break, Joe.

JOE
What kind of break?

MORENO
A leave of absence.

JOE
( incredulous )

You're telling me I'm suspended?

MORENO
Until you get your head cleared...

( coNTTNUED )
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188 CONTINUED: (2) 1gB

JOE
I don't believe this.

MORENO
I warned your Joe. More than
once.

JOE
( ove rlapping )

And I pulled back I

MORENO
So now you, re only neglecting half
your case work

JOE
( flashing )

That' s bul1 I

MORENO
I'm not the only one in this
office who thinks so.

this hits Joe pretty hard.

JOE
Who? TelI me who else?

MORENO
I won,t name na'mes.

He tries to compose himself; to reign back his anger.

JOE
Look: whatever I've been doing
about Cathy has been strictly on
my own time. Nights, weekends. . .

}IORENO
( ove rlapping )

I'm sorry, Joe.

JOE
Please don't do this.

Moreno shakes his head, regards Joe sadly. Then, after a
beat:

MORENO
It's already done.

On Joe's abject expression, we:

CUT TO:
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189 INT. BURCH'S OFFICE . CORRIDOR . DAY 189

MOVING FAST with Elliot and his private investigator CLEON
I'IANNING.

ELLIOT
How did they do it?

CLEON
Shaped charge. Detonated on the
natural gas lines. Fire was out
of control in ten rninutes.

ELLIOT
What? C- 4 plastique?

CLEON
That and some magnesium probably.

- Intense heat, high combustion
rate.

ELLIOT
How come Irm not seeing this on
the news?

CLEON
These guys knew what they were
doing. Cops are careful when they
think terrorisn.

Elliot stops outside a dpuble door with two big brass
handles.

ELLIOT
This was no act of terrorism,
Cleon. This lras a greeting card
with my name and address on it.

CLEON
And lilalloy's on his yacht.
Somewhere in the middle of the
Indian Ocean.

ELLIOT
(with certainty)

It's not l,lalloy.

Cleon looks at Elliot with surprise.

ELLIOT
It's bigger than him.

Elliot expels a worried breath of air.
( CONTINUED )
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LB9 CONTINUED: 1B9

CLEON
You want me to back off this, MF.
Burch?

Elliot considers this one. He puts his hand on one of the
big brass door handles.

ELLIOT
Gut feelirg, Cleon. Is this
coincidencer of, can you connect
it to Cathy Chandler?

Manning shakes his head.

CLEON
No coincidence.

ELLIOT
( deci sive )

Then stay on it.
He turns the handle and enters an executive neeting room
packed and buzzing with his advisors. l,tanning doesn't
follow hin in.

CUT TO:

190 INT. GABRIEL'S PENTHOUSE. . CATHY'S ROOM - NIGHT 190

PaIe moonlight washes into the room. Cathy is huddled in
one corner of the room, directly beneath the closed-circuit
camera. Her labor has begun in earnest, and she wants to
conceal this frorn the vigilant red eye blinking above her.

A contraction siezes her, and perspiration squeezes up and
shines on her face. She tries to kill the sounds in her
throat.

From the door cones the CLICK-CLICK of a lock pushed back.
Cathy struggles to her feet... and manages to compose
herself by the time Tenko enters with a dinner tray.
Accepting the dinner tray, Cathy endures Tenko's scrutiny
with a forced smile. Tenko is satisfied and exits.

Slowly, Cathy crosses to the bed and lays the tray down.
with her back to the closed circuit camera, she is able
to grimace as the pain tucks up inside her...

( CONTINUED )
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CUT TO:

19]. EXT. STREETS . CLOSE ON VINCENT . NIGHT

Disoriented, but moving inexorably forward.
heartbeat RESOUNDING louder and louder in his

T92 NEGATIVE FETAL IMAGE

flashing with greater intensity and effect in
eye.

Rev.7/26/89 - #045/046 77.

CONTINUED:

Af ter a f.ew beats, she straightens and turns around, herface now a mask of pseudo-caln. she warks back towardsthe corner, and when she's beneath the camera again, shesinks to her knees, surrendering to the pain... -

190

191

*The
brain...

L92

his mind's

L93

t94

195

L96

BACK TO VINCENT

Then:

THE NEGATIVE FETAL

grows in intensity

CLOSE ON VINCENT

CLOSE SHOT

IMAGE
t

and duration.

SLIGHT OVERCRANK

193

L94

195

as he begins to run. INTERCUT with accelerating images
of the negative fetar image. UNDERSCORE with the heirtbeatpulsing, pulsing, Iouder and 1ouder... until finally image
and sound CRESCENDO... and Vincent can stand it no longer.
He stops in his tracks, and takes his massive head in his
hands. Suffering.

NEW ANGLE 196

reveals Vincent sianding in the middle of a magnificent
plaza. He forces himself to look upward...

HIS POV - GABRIEL'S TOWER

rising above him like a black fortress, like a beacon.

L97 t97
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198 RESUI,IE VINCENT ].98

still gazing up!,/ard, the heartbeat still pounding wirdly.
But his eyes are now clear with newfound purpose. They
teIl us that he knows Catherine is up there-.

FADE OUT:

END OF ACT SIX
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ACT SEVEN

FADE IN:

].99 ExT. GABRIEL, s TowER . NIGHT ].99

continuing: vincent stands at the foot of the tower,gazlng upward, the heartbeat sounding in his head...
NOTE: throughout this entire seguence, the heartbeat
echoes in Vincent,s consciousness, buiIding...

DISSOLVE TO:

2OO INT. GABRIEL'S TOWER . CEMENT PASSAGEWAYS - NIGHT 2OO

Vincent makes his way through these narrohr passages withinthe foundation of the Tower.

CUT TO:

zOL INT. GABRIEL'S TOWER - CATHY'S ROOM . NIGHT 2OL

cathy sits on the edge of the bed, unable to conceal herpain any longer.

202 ANGLE

the closed'circuit camera.

202

203 cArHY 203

conscious of its presence, stares up, defiance and fear
in her face... then pain, ds another contraction hits.

CUT TO:

2A4 INT. GABRIEL'S PENTHOUSE . NIGHT 204

Gabrier is watching as cathy endures the contraction. *

GABRTEL (O.S. )
( to himself)

You're journey is almost
finished... ,'

CUT TO:
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205 INT. GABRIEL ' S TOWER - SUB. BASEI{ENT . NIGHT 205

A S}IALL IRON DOOR

bolted shut, begins to vibrate, as if some tremendous
pressure is being exerted on the other side. The cement
around it begins to powder. Then the door punches in, and
Vincent l'lOVES THROUGH FRAI'IE, and down another corridor.

206 AN INF'RARED EYE 206

Iow to the ground, blinks awake as Vincent passes.

CUT TO:

207 INT. GABRIEL'S TOWER . SECURITY COI'III{AND CENTER . 207
NIGHT

A glass cubicle within the building. Banks of monitors,
various control panels serve as the nerve center for the
buirding's security force. BRowN, the security supervisor,
notices a red light flashing. He throws a switch, speaks
into a microphone.

BROWN
We got a light on in sub-basement
two, section D. Check it out and
not i fy.

VOICE'
( futzed )

We're on it.

CUT TO:

208 INT. GABRIEL'S TOWER . HALLWAY . NIGHT 208

MOVING WITH CATHY

as she's wheeled fast out of her room on gurney, flanked
by the Doctor, Tenko and the two Attendants.

DOCTOR
This will be over soon...

CUT TO:

209 INT. GABRIEL'S TOWER . SUB. BASEI'IENT . NIGHT

FOLLOWING VINCENT

as he wends his way through the bowels of the tower, past
boilers, pipes, heavy machinery...

209
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AROUND A CORNER

B1

2L0

he finds himself face to face with GUARD #5. The *
Guard stares at vincent for a frozen beat. As vincentstarts for the Guard, GUARD #6 appears with his *
gun drawn. vincent attacks both-of them. rn the flurry,
Guard #6 squeezes off two shots before he is silenced. As *Vincent steps past the fallen bodies, continuing, we:

2tt INT. GABRTEL'S TOWER
NIGHT

CATHY

CUT TO:

MEDICAL EXA}ITNATION ROOM 2Lt

gasps as she weathers another contraction.

2L2 CATHY'S POV 2I2
as she is strapped in stirrups by the two Attendants.
Tenko presses certain acupuncture points around cathy'shead. The Doctor appears over her, attaching the sensersof a fetal monitor to her belly. From the beat of thefetal monitor, we:

CUT TO:

2L3 NEGATIVE FETAL IMAGE 273

CUT TO:

214 INT. GABRIEL'S TOWER . LOWER FLOOR

Vincent moves down a corridor.

2L4

2I5 ANGLE - REMOTE CAIIERA 2L5

pivots slightly, red eye on...

2L6 VINCENT

Iooks up at the camera, as we!

CUT TO:

INT. GABRIEL' S PENTHOUSE

Gabriel staring at Vincent, who seemingly stares back

2L6

2L0

2L7 2L7
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2T8 Ecu . GABRIEL,S EYES 2L8

riveted.

2L9 THE t'loNrroR 2Lg

vincent strikes at the camera, obriterating the image.

GABRIEL
(softly; to himself )

He's come for her...

220 ANOTHER ANGLE 220

as Gabriel reaches for a button, and the video monitor
flashes on, revealing the status of Cathy's labor.

GABRIEL
WiIl it be soon?

22L FAVORING HONITOR

as the Doctor looks up into the camera.

22L

DOCTOR
Very soon.

CUT TO:

222 INT. GABRIEL'S TOWER . CORRIDOR 222

Vincent rips a steel fire door off its hinges, moving up
into the stairwell.

CUT TO:

223 INT. GABRIEL'S TOWER . SECURITY COI'I}IAND CENTER 223

A monitor picks up Vincent's image as he races up the
stairs.

BROWN
(urgent; into mike)

Code 3 at auxiliary stairwell
South, between four and six.

CUT TO:
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224 INT. GABRIEL'S TOWER . STAIRWELL

ANGLE

As Vincent hits the landing, turns the corner, he
encounters GUARD *7, whose gun is drawn.

226

227

228 VINCENT

appears on the

THE GUARDS

open fire as:

229

Vincent flying up the stairs. As he passes a doorr w€ HEARan airlock seal the door shut, foltowed by the echoinf offifty airlocks above him. Then the lighti go off, as the
EMERGENCY LIGHTS activate overhead, sending-wide beamsthrough the darkness. vincent hears the sound of multiprefootsteps, and continues upward, double-time...

83.

225

224

225

*

ON THE LANDING BELOW 226

GUARDS 8, 9,10 & L1 react as they hear a round of AUTomATrc *
GUNFTRE reverberate through the stairwerl. They rush
upward, and:

ANOTHER ANGLE ^-^7

as they come upon their fallen comrade, stopping just as:

230 VINCENT

leaps down a flight of stairs, into
sparking around him.

VARIOUS ANGLES (ECU)

of the melee.

landing above them.

228

229

230

the maelstrom, bullets

23L

232

233

23I

232

233

A) Bullet hits on steel.

B) Claws flashing.

C) Guards fa1ling.
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234 D) Vincent raging. 234

CUT TO:

235 INT. GABRIEL,S TOWER - II{EDICAL EXAMINATIoN RooM 235

Cathy gasps in the throes of labor. The Doctor tends to
her with a clinical cooI.

CUT TO:

236 INT. GABRIEL' S PENTHOUSE 236

Gabriel is watching the progress of Cathy's labor, when
Brown's voice comes over the speaker.

BROWN (OVER)
( futzed )

He's inside. . .

237 ANGLE . ANOTHER MONITOR 237

to reveal the bloody afternath of Vincent,s stairwell
bat,tle. . . and the door ripped open.

BROWN (OVER)
(.futzed )

He took down five men.
( trace of 'panic )

we got a problem.

GABRIEL
SeaI the upper levels.

BROWN (OVER)
( futzed )

Yes, sir.
GABRIEL

and stop him.

CUT TO:

238 INT. GABRIEL'S TOWER . SECURITY COI'IT'TAND CENTER 238

Brown is about to respond, when the sound of shattering
glass draws his attention to:
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239 vrNcENT (sLrGHT ovERcRANK) Z3g

srnashing through the plate glass, flying toward a horrified
Brown.

CUT TO:

240 INT. GABRIEL' S PENTHOUSE 240

As the intercon suddenly sguawks, replaced by a terrible
static. One by one, the monitors blink off.

GABRIEL
Brown?

( then )
B rown? ?

Gabriel tries various buttons, but there is onry static.
He hits another button and finds a clear channeL.

CUT TO:

24T INT. GABRIEL'S TOWER . I,IEDICAL EXAMINATION ROOI'I 24L

Cathy's labor continues. We hear Gabrielrs voice.

GABRIEL
Time is pressing, Doctor.

DOCTOh
within the hour.

GABRIEL
That's too long.

( then )
Cut the child out.

242 CATHY 242

reacts to t,his horrif ic order.

243 THE DOCTOR

bridles himself.

243

DOCTOR
I suppose I could perform a
caesarean.

GABRIEL
Then do it.

( CONTINUED )
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243 CONTINUED: 243

TENKO
Doctor. . .

The Doctor moves toward Cathy, sees the baby,s head
eme rging .

GABRIEL
I t's coming now.

CUT TO:

244 rNT. GABRr EL , S TowER - ELEVAToR SHAFT ( MATTE ,) 244

SHOOTING UP9.TARD

as a cloaked figure leaps through the darkness, grabbing
hold of the cable.

245 cu - vrNcENT 245

begins to climb, the FETAL HEARTBEAT reverberating as he
draws himself nearer to it.

CUT TO:

246 INT . GABRI EL ' S TOWER . I MEDI CAL EXAI,IINATION ROOI.T 246

With one last push, Catherine gives birth.

DOCTOR
Yes, yes...

CUT TO:

247 rNT. GABRTEL'S TOWER - ELEVATOR SHAFT (MATTET 247

Vincent stops his ascent, overwhelned by a rush of
feel ings .

CUT TO:

248 INT. GABRIEL'S TOWER . I'IEDICAL EXAMINATION ROOM 248

The Doctor takes the crying infant from Cathy, turning
away.
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249 cArHY 249

sweating, breathing hard. As she recovers, her eyes focus,
and:

250 HER Pov - PANNING UP 250

to reveal GABRIEL standing before her. Gabriel is hard,
angular, elegant. A frightening power in his eyes.

25L ANoTHER ANGLE 25L

as the Doctor presents Gabriel with the child. Gabriel
gaze s down at the infant. . .

GABRIEL
' Perfect...

Cathy reaches for the child.
CATHY

Please: . .

Gabriel nods to the Doctor, who moves togrard Cathy,
displaying the child. Cathy gazes at the child in awe,
tears streaming. As she reaches out...

GABRIEL
That's enough. ,

The Doctor pulls the child away, and hands it to Tenko.

CATHY
(wai1it9)

No...

GABRIEL
(to the Doctor)

Now finish it. Quickly.

Gabriel exits, followed by Tenko, the child, and the
Attendants.

252 THE DOCTOR 252

moves to an adjacent steel tray where he prepares another
injection. A lethal injection. As he moves toward
Cathy. . .

CATHY
What is that...?

( coNTrNuED )
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252 CONTINUED: 252

DOCTOR
. (with dead eyes)

You won't suffer. I promise you"

Cathy realizes the Doctor,s intent.
CATHY

No ! Please !

she struggles against her bonds as the Doctor injects thepoison into her veins. without another word, he exits.

253 CAMERA l'tOVES IN SLOWLY 253

on Cathy,s facer ds she tries to fight the poison, tomaintain consciousness.

CUT TO:

254 OMITTED

254A INT. GABRIEL,S TowER - HALLWAY

Vincent races down the hallway, as we:

255 OMITTED

254 *

254A *

CUT TO:

255 *

256 INT. GABRTEL'S TOWER . MEDICAL EXAMINATION ROOM 256 \

cathy loses her battre with the poison as she slips into
unconsciousness.

CATHY
(her last breath)

Vincent. . .

Her struggle is over.

CUT TO:

257 GABRIEL'S TOWER - ROOFTOP STAIRWELL 257

Gabriel moves quickly up the stairs, followed by the
Doctor, and Tenko, holding the child. As they MOVE PAST *
FRAME...

CUT TO:
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258 INT. GABRIEL' S PENTHoUSE

Vincent stands in the abandoned
monitors. He moves through the
de spe rately:

89.

258

penthouse, before the dead
abandoned roon, calling out

259

260

261

262

VINCENT
Catherine. . .

But a1l vincent hears is the heartbeat in his head. He
stands there, dt a loss.

CUT TO:

25g ExT. GABRTEL'S TowER RooFToP . NIGHT

260 VINCENT

bursts through the steel door, dashing for:

26t

262

where Gabrier and his entourage energe from the rooftopdoor, which rocks after them with a heavy cross bolt. *
The Guards fol1ow as Gabriel, the Doctorl Tenko, and thechild board a waiting twin-rotor helicopter. As theengine revs, and the helicopter rotors gain velocity...

THE HELICOPTER

as it lifts off, hovering overhead.

VINCENT

reaches gp, against the bright light and the thrashing
wind, bellowing frorn the depths of his soul

VINCENT
CATHERINE !

He looks up, and sees:

253 HIS POV . GABRIEL 253

his face framed by the portal, staring down.
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264 VINCENT 264

locks eye"s with Gabriel, as 3

265 THE HELICOPTER 265

veers, rises, and disappears into the night.

266 VINCENT 266

now arone on the roofr ds the heartbeat recedes... then
goes sirent. He bows his head in defeat, farling to hisknees. Then, from behind him, a soft voice carli out...

CATHY (O.S. )
Vincent. . .

Vincent turns see:

267 CATHERINE 267

standing weakly, ds if herd up by the night wind, her whitedress pressed against her body.

268 ANGLE , 268

vincent rises in time to catch her as she falls into his
arms. He cradles her, brushing the hair from her face.

VINCENT
Catherine. . .

she reaches up weakly to touch his face. vincent cannot
speak. Then, with the knowledge that she is about to die:

CATHY
We loved...

( then )
There is a child... *

vincent reacts, struck by this increcible revelation. *

VINCENT
A child...? *

CATHY
(then, the trace of a
sni 1e )

He's beautiful. . .

She can no longer speak, but her eyes hold his. A long,
burning moment.

( coNTTNUED )
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268 CONTINUED: 26g

r VINCENT
\-' lchoked 1

Catherine. . .

Even now, she sees his pain and seeks to comfort him. The
words come with tremendous effort.

CATHY
( weakly )

...Though lovers be lost...

VINCENT
( finishing; through
tears )

...Love shall not...
with that, her eyes close, and she dies in his arms.

VINCENT
( softly )

...and death shall have no
dominion. . .

CAMERA PULLS BACK

as Vincent presses her to him. Then, CAIiERA RISES as we
look down upon this tragic tableau the eternal lovers...

FADE OUT
a

THE END




